EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION, SR520 EB BETWEEN NE 40TH ST & NE 51ST ST
SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

VARIABLES 45'-0"-, 50'-0" R/W

TYPICAL SECTION—FUTURE CONDITIONS
ROADWAY SR520 BETWEEN NE 40TH & NE 51ST ST
TYPICAL OF ALTERNATIVES: E1, E2, E4
SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

LIMITS
FB TRACK STA 5023+00 TO 5074+00
EB TRACK STA 5063+00 TO 5075+00
SRS20 NB, JUST SW OF W. LK, SAMMAMISH PKWY.
TYPICAL SECTION, EXISTING CONDITIONS

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

SR 520 MAINLINE

TYPICAL SECTION - FUTURE CONDITIONS
ALONG SRS20 EB, SW OF W. LK, SAMMAMISH PKWY.
TYPICAL OF ALTERNATIVES: E1, E2, E4

SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
LIMITS APPROX
STA 5078+00 TO STA 5081+00

EAST LINK PROJECT
SEGMENT E
ALTERNATIVE E1
TYPICAL SECTION
NOTES

1. ARROWS INDICATE TRUCK HAUL ROUTES PROPOSED TO BE USED DURING CONSTRUCTION.
2. HEAVY CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC SHALL USE SR 520 TO AND FROM CONSTRUCTION SITE.